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Abstract

Fast arbitrary neural style transfer has attracted

widespread attention from academic, industrial and art

communities due to its flexibility in enabling various ap-

plications. Existing solutions either attentively fuse deep

style feature into deep content feature without considering

feature distributions, or adaptively normalize deep content

feature according to the style such that their global statistics

are matched. Although effective, leaving shallow feature

unexplored and without locally considering feature statis-

tics, they are prone to unnatural output with unpleasing lo-

cal distortions. To alleviate this problem, in this paper, we

propose a novel attention and normalization module, named

Adaptive Attention Normalization (AdaAttN), to adaptively

perform attentive normalization on per-point basis. Specif-

ically, spatial attention score is learnt from both shallow

and deep features of content and style images. Then per-

point weighted statistics are calculated by regarding a style

feature point as a distribution of attention-weighted out-

put of all style feature points. Finally, the content fea-

ture is normalized so that they demonstrate the same lo-

cal feature statistics as the calculated per-point weighted

style feature statistics. Besides, a novel local feature loss

is derived based on AdaAttN to enhance local visual qual-

ity. We also extend AdaAttN to be ready for video style

transfer with slight modifications. Experiments demon-

strate that our method achieves state-of-the-art arbitrary

image/video style transfer. Codes and models are available

on https://github.com/wzmsltw/AdaAttN.

1. Introduction

Given a content image Ic and a style image Is, artis-

tic style transfer aims at applying style patterns of Is onto

Ic while preserving content structure of Ic simultaneously,

*This work was done when Songhua Liu was an intern at VIS, Baidu.
†Corresponding authors.

Figure 1. Results generated by our AdaAttN methods for arbitrary

image/video style. Animated clips at the right side can be found in

our supplementary material.

which is widely used in computer-aid art generation. The

seminal work of Gatys et al. [9] proposed an image opti-

mization method that iteratively minimizes the joint content

and style loss in the feature space of a pre-trained deep neu-

ral network. This time-consuming optimization process has

motivated researchers to explore more efficient approaches.

Johnson et al. [18] alternatively considered using a feed-

forward network to generate rendered images directly and

enabled real time style transfer. Since the learned model

can only work for one specific style, this method and its

following works [40, 34, 35, 21, 27, 39, 16, 20] are catego-

rized to Per-Style-Per-Model method [17]. In the literature,

there are Multiple-Style-Per-Model solutions [7, 2, 23, 44]

and Arbitrary-Style-Per-Model [14, 3, 22, 28, 15, 24, 6, 5,

43, 32, 42, 11] methods. In the latter case, a model can ac-

cept any style image as input and produce stylized results in

a single forward pass once upon the model is trained. There-

fore, it is the most flexible and attracts increasing attention

from academic, industrial, and art communities.

Nevertheless, arbitrary style transfer is far from being

solved. Enabling flexibility sacrifices local style pattern

modeling capability for an arbitrary style transfer network.

For example, the pioneering work [14] proposed a simple

yet effective method AdaIN, which transfers global mean

and variance of a style image to a content image in the
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feature space to support arbitrary input style image. Since

mean and variance of features are calculated globally, lo-

cal details and point-wise patterns are largely dismissed and

thus the local stylization performance is largely degraded

[28]. Similar trade-off between flexibility and capability

also exists in [5, 22, 15, 24, 10], where all local feature

points of the content image are processed by the same trans-

formation function based on style images. To enhance the

locality awareness of arbitrary style transfer models, re-

cently, attention mechanism is adopted in multiple works

[28, 6, 43] for this task. Their common intuition is that a

model should pay more attention to those feature-similar

areas in the style image for stylizing a content image re-

gion. Such attention mechanism has been proved to be ef-

fective for generating more local style details in arbitrary

style transfer. Unfortunately, while improving the perfor-

mance, it fails to totally solve this problem and the local

distortions still occur.

It is not so hard to reveal the reasons of the above

dilemma posed to the attention mechanism. Digging into

the details of current attention based solutions for arbitrary

style transfer, it can be easily figured out that 1) the designed

attention mechanisms are commonly based on deep CNN

features on higher abstraction levels and the low-level de-

tails are dismissed; 2) the attention scores are usually used

to re-weight feature maps of the style image and the re-

weighted style feature is simply fused into content feature

for decoding. Deep CNN features based attention strategy

leaves the low-level patterns of images at shallow network

layers unexplored. Thus the attention scores may focus lit-

tle on low-level textures and are dominated by high-level

semantics. Meanwhile, the spatial re-weighting of style fea-

tures followed by fusion of re-weighted style features and

content features, as done in SANet [28] (Figure 3(b)), works

without consideration of feature distribution.

To this end, we attempt to address these issues and get a

better balance between style pattern transferring and con-

tent structure preserving. Motivated by lessons learned

through the above analysis, we propose a novel atten-

tion and normalization module named Adaptive Attention

Normalization (AdaAttN) for arbitrary style transfer. It can

adaptively perform attentive normalization on per-point ba-

sis for feature distribution alignment. In more detail, spatial

attention score is learnt from both shallow and deep fea-

tures of content and style images. Then, per-point weighted

statistics is calculated by regarding a style feature point

as a distribution of attention-weighted output of all spa-

tial feature points. Finally the content feature is normal-

ized so that its local feature statistics are the same as the

per-point weighted style feature statistics. In this way, the

attention module takes into account both shallow and deep

CNN features of the style image as well as the content im-

age. Meanwhile, alignment of per-point feature statistics

from the content feature to the modulated style feature is

achieved. Based on AdaAttN module, a novel optimization

objective named local feature loss and a new arbitrary im-

age style transfer pipeline are derived. Our contributions

can be summarized as follows:

• We introduce a novel AdaAttN module for arbitrary

style transfer. It takes both shallow and deep features

into account for attention score calculation and prop-

erly normalizes content feature such that feature statis-

tics are well aligned with attention-weighted mean and

variance maps of style features on per-point basis.

• A new optimization objective called local feature loss

is proposed. It helps the model training and improves

arbitrary style transfer quality by regularizing local

features of the generated image.

• Extensive experiments and comparisons with other

state-of-the-art methods are performed to demonstrate

the effectiveness of our proposed method.

• Further extension of our model for video style transfer

via simply introducing cosine-distance based attention

and image-wise similarity loss can result in stable and

appealing results.

2. Related Works

2.1. Arbitrary Style Transfer

Recent arbitrary style transfer methods can be divided

into two categories: global transformation based and local

transformation based methods. The common idea of the

former category is to apply feature modification globally.

WCT [24] achieved this with two transformation steps in-

cluding whitening and coloring. Huang et al. [14] proposed

AdaIN that adaptively applies mean and standard deviation

of each style feature to shift and re-scale the correspond-

ing normalized content feature so that content feature and

style feature share the same distribution. Jing et al. [15]

extended this method by dynamic instance normalization,

where weights for intermediate convolution blocks are gen-

erated by another network taking the style image as input.

Li et al. [22] proposed to generate a linear transformation

according to content and style features. Furthermore, Deng

et al. [5] got the transformation function with multi-channel

correlation. Although these methods accomplish the overall

arbitrary style transfer task and make great progress in this

field, local style transfer performance is generally unsatis-

factory due to global transformations leveraged by them are

hard to take care of detailed local information.

For the latter, Chen et al. [3] proposed a style-swap

method, which is a patch based style transfer method rely-

ing on similarities between content and style patches. [11]

was another patch based method considering matching of
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both global statistics and local patches. Avatar-Net [32] fur-

ther proposed a multi-scale framework that combines ideas

of style swap and AdaIN function. In recent years, attention

mechanism is widely used in arbitrary style transfer thanks

to its excellent ability to model fine grained correspondence

among local features of style and content images. On this

routine, Park et al. [28] proposed Style-Attentional Network

(SANet) to match content and style features. Yao et al. [43]

considered different types of strokes with such attention

framework. Deng et al. [6] proposed a multi-adaptation

module that applies point-wise attention for content fea-

tures and channel-wise attention for style features. Com-

mon practices adopted by these methods are to build the

attention mechanism merely upon deep CNN features with-

out considering shallow features and simply mix the content

feature and the re-weighted style feature. Thus, it tends to

distort original content structures largely and results in un-

desired effect for human eyes. In this paper, our goal is to

explore a better trade-off between style pattern transferring

and content structure preserving.

2.2. Video Style Transfer

Directly applying image style transfer techniques on

video frame sequences usually results in flickering effects

caused by temporal inconsistency. Thus, a lot of works add

optical flow consistency constraint to original image style

transfer solutions, e.g., [30] for optimization based video

style transfer, [31, 1, 12, 13, 8] for per-style-per-model

methods, [37, 38] for arbitrary-style-per-model methods,

and [36, 4, 26] for image-to-image translation frameworks.

Optical flow constraint improves the stability of video style

transfer. However, it heavily relies on a pre-extracted op-

tical flow field with high accuracy to perform flow-based

warping. There are also some works that address the sta-

bility issue with approaches other than optical flow warp-

ing. [22, 5] leveraged linearity of transformation models to

guarantee inter-frame consistency on feature space. Wu et

al. [41] proposed a SANet based method that leads current

frame to focus on similar regions of previous frame with the

help of a SSIM consistency constraint. Different from these

methods, in this work, we add a novel image-wise simi-

larity loss based on attention mechanism to overcome the

flickering artifact and comparable or even better stability is

achieved without prerequisite optical flow.

3. Methods

3.1. Overall Framework

The proposed network takes a style image Is and a con-

tent image Ic to synthesize a stylized image Ics. In our

proposed model, we employ a pre-trained VGG-19 network

[33] as encoder to extract multi-scale feature maps. The

decoder follows the setting of [14] with a symmetric struc-
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Figure 2. Overview of full framework, where three AdaAttN mod-

ules and the decoder are trainable. Llf and Lgs are local feature

loss and global style loss separately.

ture of VGG-19. In order to take full advantage of features

in both shallow and deep levels, we employ a multi-level

strategy by integrating three AdaAttN modules on ReLU-

3 1 , ReLU-4 1 and ReLU-5 1 layers of VGG, respectively,

as shown in Figure 2. We denote the extracted feature of

layer ReLU-x 1 in VGG as F x
∗ ∈ RC×H∗W∗ when it takes

an image I∗ as input and ∗ can be c or s here represent-

ing content and style features respectively. To fully exploit

low-level patterns, we further concatenate feature of current

layer with down-sampled features of its previous layers as:

F 1:x
∗ = Dx(F

1

∗ )⊕Dx(F
2

∗ )⊕ · · · ⊕ F x
∗ , (1)

where Dx stands for the bilinear interpolation layer which

downsamples the input feature to the same shape of F x
∗ ,

and ⊕ here means concatenation operation along channel

dimension. Then, we can denote the embedded feature of

the AdaAttN module at layer l as:

F x
cs = AdaAttN(F x

c , F
x
s , F

1:x
c , F 1:x

s ), (2)

where Fc, Fs and Fcs are content, style, and embedded fea-

ture, respectively. With multi-level embedded features, we

can synthesize the stylized image Ics with decoder as:

Ics = Dec(F 3

cs, F
4

cs, F
5

cs). (3)

3.2. Adaptive Attention Normalization

The feature transformation module is the key compo-

nent in arbitrary style transfer models. A comparison of our

module with other frameworks is demonstrated in Figure 3.

The pioneering AdaIN [14] only considers the holistic style

distributions and the content feature is manipulated such

that its feature distribution globally aligns with that of the

style feature. By taking local style patterns into considera-

tion, SANet [28] calculates attention map from the style and

content feature maps and then modulates the style feature

with the attention map to fuse the attention output into the

content feature. SANet performs in local stylization. How-

ever, it lacks low-level matching and local feature distribu-

tion alignment. Inspired by lessons learned from AdaIN
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Figure 3. (a) The structure of AdaIN [14] module; (b) The structure of SANet [28] module; (c) The structure of our proposed AdaAttN

module. Norm here denotes the mean-variance channel-wise normalization.

and SANet, we propose the Adaptive Attention Normal-

ization (AdaAttN) module, which can adaptively transfer

feature distribution on per-point basis via considering both

low-level and high-level features with attention mechanism.

As shown in Figure 3(c), AdaAttN works in three steps:

(1) computing attention map with content and style features

from shallow to deep layers; (2) calculating weighted mean

and standard variance maps of style feature; (3) adaptively

normalizing content feature for per-point feature distribu-

tion alignment.

Attention Map Generation. In arbitrary style transfer

methods, attention mechanism is used to measure the sim-

ilarity between content and style features. Different from

previous methods which only use relatively deep features,

we use low-level and high-level layers of both content and

style feature simultaneously. To computing attention map A
of layer x, we formulate Q (query), K (key) and V (value)

as:
Q = f(Norm(F 1:x

c )),

K = g(Norm(F 1:x
s )),

V = h(F x
s ),

(4)

where f , g, and h are 1 × 1 learnable convolution layers,

Norm here denotes channel-wise mean-variance normal-

ization, as used in instance normalization. The attention

map A can be calculated as:

A = Softmax(Q⊤ ⊗K), (5)

where ⊗ denotes matrix multiplication.

Weighted Mean and Standard Variance Map. Apply-

ing attention score matrix A to style feature F x
s as SANet

[28] does can be regarded as calculating each target style

feature point by weighted summation of all style feature

points. In this paper, we interpret this process as viewing

a target style feature point by attention output as a distribu-

tion of all the weighted style feature points. Then from this

perspective, we can calculate statistics for each distribution.

We term such statistics as attention-weighted mean and

attention-weighted standard variance respectively. Thus,

the attention-weighted mean M ∈ RC×HcWc becomes:

M = V ⊗A⊤, (6)

where A ∈ RHcWc×HsWs and V ∈ RC×HsWs . Since vari-

ance of a variable equals to the expectation of its square

minus the square of its expectation, we can obtain the

attention-weighted standard deviation S ∈ RC×HcWc as:

S =
√

(V · V )⊗A⊤ −M ·M, (7)

where · denotes element-wise product.

Adaptive Normalization. Finally, for each position and

each channel of normalized content feature map, corre-

sponding scale in S and shift in M are used to generate

transformed feature map:

F x
cs = S ·Norm(F x

c ) +M. (8)

In short, AdaAttN performs feature statistics transferring

via generating attention-weighted mean and variance maps.

As shown in Figure 3, compared with AdaIN, AdaAttN

considers per-point statistics rather than globally. AdaAttN

is more general than AdaIN. For each i, j, if set Ai,j =
1/(HsWs), AdaAttN can be specialized to AdaIN. Com-

pared with SANet, attention mechanism is used to calcu-

late target feature distribution instead of directly generating

transferred feature for further fusion.

3.3. Loss Function

Our overall loss function is the weighted summation of

global style loss (Lgs) and local feature loss (Llf ):

L = λgLgs + λlLlf , (9)

where λg and λl are hyper-parameters controlling weights

of their corresponding loss terms. Details of each loss term

will be explained in the remaining part of this section.
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Figure 4. Comparison with other state-of-the-art methods in arbitrary image style transfer.

To begin with, following [14] and many other works, dis-

tances of mean µ and standard deviation σ between gener-

ated image and style image in VGG feature space are penal-

ized to guarantee global stylized effect (Lgs):

Lgs =
5

∑

x=2

(||µ(Ex(Ics))− µ(F x
s )||2

+ ||σ(Ex(Ics))− σ(F x
s )||2),

(10)

where E() denotes feature of the VGG encoder and its su-

perscript x denotes the layer index.

The proposed novel local feature loss Llf constrains that

feature map of stylized image is consistent with the trans-

formation result by AdaAttN function:

Llf =

5
∑

x=3

∣

∣

∣

∣Ex(Ics)−AdaAttN∗(F x
c , F

x
s , F

1:x
c , F 1:x

s )
∣

∣

∣

∣

2
,

(11)

where AdaAttN∗ serves as a supervision signal that should

be deterministic. Thus, we consider the parameter-free ver-

sion of AdaAttN without the three learnable 1 × 1 convo-

lution kernels (f , g, and h). Local feature loss makes the

model generates better stylized output for local areas com-

pared with conventional content loss term used in [14, 28].
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Figure 5. Ablation study on loss functions and shallow feature. Zoom-in for better view.

Figure 6. Results of user study.

3.4. Extension for Video Style Transfer

Compared to other attention-based methods, our method

is capable of generating more natural stylized results with-

out much local distortions, and thus it is of great potential

for video style transfer. With two slight modifications, our

model can be extended to video style transfer.

First of all, we notice that Softmax function in Eq.5

shows strong exclusiveness in attention score due to expo-

nential computation and it can focus majorly on local pat-

terns and has negative influence in stabilization. For video

style transfer, alternatively, we consider cosine similarity

for attention map computation:

Ai,j =
Si,j

∑

j Si,j

, Si,j =
Qi ·Kj

||Qi|| × ||Kj ||
+ 1, (12)

where cosine similarity results in more flat attention score

distribution than Softmax. Thus, the local feature statistics

will be more stable and local style patterns will not be over

emphasised, leading to better assurance of consistency.

Secondly, based on attention mechanism, we design a

novel cross-image similarity loss term Lis to regularize the

Method
Inference Time (sec./image)

256× 256 512× 256 512× 512

Avatar-Net 0.124 0.176 0.311

AdaIN 0.038 0.049 0.066

Linear 0.028 0.036 0.049

MCCNet 0.024 0.040 0.057

MAST 0.046 0.073 0.115

SANet 0.043 0.064 0.081

Ours 0.051 0.066 0.112

Table 1. Running speed comparison under different resolutions.

relevant contents between two content images c1, c2:

Lis =
4

∑

x=2

1

Nx
c1
Nx

c2

∑

i,j

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

Di,j,x
c1,c2

∑

i D
i,j,x
c1,c2

−
Di,j,x

cs1,cs2
∑

i D
i,j,x
cs1,cs2

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

,

Di,j,x
u,v = 1−

F x,i
u · F x,j

v
∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣
F x,i
u

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣
×
∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣
F x,j
v

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

,

(13)

where Nx
c is the size of spatial dimension in content feature

map F x
c of layer ReLU-x 1, F x,i

∗ means feature vector of

i-th position of F x
∗ , and Di,j,x

u,v measures cosine distance of

F x,i
u and F x,j

v . In each training iteration, two input video

frames are sampled to enable this loss. Intuitively, such

cross-image similarity loss requires the stylized results of

two content images share similar local similarity patterns

with the two original images. Therefore, it ensures aware-

ness of inter-frame relationship in video style transfer and

contributes to stable results.

4. Experiments

4.1. Implementing Details

We train our arbitrary style transfer model with MS-

COCO [25] as our content image set and WikiArt [29] as

our style image set. λg , λl, and λis (for video style transfer
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Content & Style SANet Linear MCCNet

Ours Ours + Cos Ours + Lis Ours + Cos + Lis
Figure 7. Qualitative comparison among different methods or settings on video style transfer. The first row shows results by different

methods or settings. The second row shows the corresponding optical flow error map.

only) are set as 10, 3, and 100, respectively. Adam [19] with

α, β1, and β2 of 0.0001, 0.9, and 0.999, is used as solver.

In the training phase, all images are loaded with 512× 512
resolution and randomly cropped to 256× 256 for augmen-

tation. While inference, our model can be applied to images

with any resolution. In this section, 512×512 and 512×256
resolutions are used for image and video, respectively. The

training lasts for 50K iterations on a single Nvidia Tesla P40

GPU and batch size is 8 for image and 4 for video. Please

refer to supplementary for detailed network configurations.

4.2. Comparison with StateoftheArt Methods

Qualitative Comparison. As shown in Figure 4, we

compare our method with six state-of-the-art arbitrary

style transfer methods, including AdaIN [14], SANet [28],

MAST [5], Linear [22], MCCNet [5], and Avatar-Net [32].

AdaIN [14] directly adjusts second-order statistics of con-

tent feature globally and we can see style patterns are trans-

ferred with severe content details lost (1st, 5th and 6th

rows). Avatar-Net [32] utilizes AdaIN for multi-scale trans-

ferring and introduces style decorators with patch matching

strategies, which results in blur stylization results with obvi-

ous plaques (1st, 6th and 8th rows). SANet [28] and MAST

[5] adopt attention mechanism to attentively transfer style

features to content features in deep layers. It will result in

damaged content structures (3rd, 4th and 6th rows) and dirty

textures (1st, 2nd, 8th rows). Some style patches are even

directly transferred into the content image improperly (4th,

8th rows). Linear [22] and MCCNet [5] modify features via

linear projection and per-channel correlation respectively,

both resulting in relative clean stylization outputs. How-

ever, textural patterns of style images are not captured adap-

tively, loss of content details is encountered (3rd, 5th and

6th rows), and content image color remains (7th row). As

shown in the 3rd column, AdaAttN can adaptively trans-

fer style patterns to each location of content images appro-

priately, attributing to the novel attentive normalization on

per-point. It shows that AdaAttN achieves a better balance

between style transferring and content structure preserving.

User Study. Following SANet, 15 content images and 15

style images are randomly picked to form 225 images pairs

in total. Then we randomly sample 20 content-style pairs

and synthesize stylized images by different methods. Re-

sults are presented side-by-side in a random order and we

ask subjects to select their favorite one from three views:

content preservation, stylization degree, and overall prefer-

ence. We collect 2000 votes for each view from 100 users

and show the number of votes of each method in the form

of bar chart. The results in Figure 6 demonstrate that our

stylized results are more appealing than competitors.

Efficiency Analysis. We demonstrate run time performance

of AdaAttN and SOTA feed-forward methods on Table 1.

All experiments are conducted using a single Nvidia P40

GPU. Although multi-depth feature layers (from 1 1 to 5 1)

are used, our method can still achieve 20 FPS at 256px,

which is comparable with SOTA methods such as SANet

[28] and Linear [22]. Thus, our proposed AdaAttN can

practicably synthesize stylized images in real time.
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Figure 8. Style interpolation.

Method Style1 Style2 Style3 Style4 Mean

SANet 8.57 8.93 10.3 4.66 7.76

Linear 4.41 5.10 5.24 2.67 4.42

MCCNet 4.63 4.84 5.48 2.35 4.45

Ours 5.65 5.77 6.41 3.39 5.52

Ours + Cos 4.09 4.59 5.15 2.26 4.09

Ours + Lis 5.51 5.31 6.26 3.31 5.51

Ours + Cos + Lis 3.70 4.46 4.49 2.14 3.91

Table 2. Optical flow error (×10
−2) of SOTA methods and differ-

ent AdaAttN variants. Smaller values mean better temporal con-

sistency. Cos here stands for attention score of cosine similarity.

The mean value is calculated using 20 styles.

4.3. Ablation Study

Loss Function. As shown in Figure 5, we present abla-

tion study results to verify the effectiveness of each loss

term used for training AdaAttN. (1) To verify the effective-

ness of our proposed local feature loss Llf , we replace it

with the vanilla L2 content loss Lc which constraints fea-

ture distance between Ic and Ics and is used in many style

transfer methods [14, 6, 28]. As shown in the 4th column,

their visual quality is obviously worse than that of the full

model. It suggests that compared to content loss, our pro-

posed local feature loss can better take style patterns into

consideration while preserving content structures. (2) We

remove the global style loss Lgs and train model with Llf

only. As shown in the 5th column, style patterns are also

weakly transferred without style loss, which demonstrates

that Llf can force network to learn style transfer to some

extent. However, the overall color saturation is degraded,

showing that the global style loss is necessary.

Low-level Feature. To verify the effectiveness of shallow

feature used in AdaAttN, we remove shallow feature via re-

placing the Q and K of AdaAttN from F 1:x to F x. Some

local content damage and dirty textures can be observed

(last column of Figure 5). Our AdaAttN can effectively uti-

lize shallow features to generate pleasant stylization results.

4.4. Video Style Transfer

For video stylization, we compare our method with

SOTA methods SANet, Linear and MCCNet, where optical

flow is not used for stabilization. To verify the effective-

ness of our proposed methods for video stylization, we also

provide ablation results of adding Cos and Lis, where Cos
denotes attention score of cosine similarity (Eq.12). The

qualitative results in Figure 7 and quantitative results in Ta-

Figure 9. Results of multi-style transfer.

ble. 2 both demonstrate that (1) our method is more stable

than attention-based method SANet; (2) replacing Softmax

activation with cosine distance based attention can signifi-

cantly improve temporal consistency; (3) with our proposed

modifications, AdaAttN is more stable than Linear and MC-

CNet, which are proposed for video stylization.

4.5. MultiStyle Transfer

Following previous works [28, 6], we explore interpolating

several style images via averaging their mean and standard

variance maps of different styles, then the combined mean

and variance are used to modulate the content feature for de-

coding (Figure 8). Besides style interpolation, we can also

achieve multi-style transfer via concatenating multiple style

images into one image and feeding it into AdaAttN (Figure

9). From these results, we can see AdaAttN can flexibly

support various run-time controls with plausible outcomes.

5. Conclusion

In this paper, we propose a novel AdaAttN module for

arbitrary style transfer. AdaAttN performs feature statis-

tics transferring via modulation with per-point attention-

weighted mean and variance of style feature. Attention

weights are generated from both style and content features

from low-level to high-level. With slight modifications, our

model is ready for video style transfer as well. Experiment

results demonstrate that our method can generate high qual-

ity stylization results for both images and videos. AdaAttN

has the potential for improving other image manipulation or

translation tasks, we will explore this in our future work.
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